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Starship Eternal War Eternal Book 1
From a sentient space ship lost in deep space to a man whose hatred of robots risks tearing his family apart, the characters in this
collection of short stories will stay with you long after you've turned the last page. Discover the future face of human trafficking
through the eyes of a little girl, follow an ancient tribe's shaman as he embarks on a journey to save his people, or share in an
astronaut's final moments as an alien growth takes over his body; these are just some of the thrilling adventures packed into
Infinite Science Fiction One. Infinite Science Fiction is intended to be a long-running series of anthologies. We aim to collect some
of the best science fiction stories from all over the world. We will be back. # TABLE OF CONTENTS: Introduction by Dany G.
Zuwen - "REAL" by Janka Hobbs - "BY THE NUMBERS" by Tim Major - "TIN SOUL" by Elizabeth Bannon - "SIX MINUTES" by P.
Anthony Ramanauskas - "MATCHMAKER" by John Walters - "THE WEDDING" by Nick Hilbourn - "SLOW" by Jay Wilburn
"GOSPEL OF" by Rebecca Ann Jordan - "THE SILENT DEAD" by Dan Devine - "NOTHING BESIDE REMAINS" by Matthew S.
Dent - "THE NIGHT WITH STARS" by William Ledbetter - "BUTTERFLIES" by Doug Tidwell - "MESSAGE OF WAR" by Michaele
Jordan - "ROLLING BY IN THE MOONLIGHT" by Liam Nicholas Pezzano - "INFINITY" by J.B. Rockwell
An ancient war flares to life, and Grace is caught in the crossfire. All she wanted was to put her past behind her and put her life on
track. Get a degree, a nice job, maybe a family. Instead everything she's ever been taught is called into question. The enemy is
older than Rome, hiding on Earth, and not fully in control of powers that could destroy the planet. But in the middle of strife and
risk, there is also opportunity - and Grace's feet are set on a path to become more than she ever dreamed.
The epic voyage of the spacecraft Leonora Christine will take her and her fifty-strong crew to a planet some thrity light-years
distant. But, because the ship will accelerate to close to the spped of light, for those on board subjective time will slow and the
journey will be of only a few years¿ duration. Then a buffeting by an interstellar dustcloud changes everything. The ship¿s
deceleration system is damaged irreperably and soon she is gaining velocity. When she attains light-speed, tau zero itself, the
disparity between ship-time and external time becomes almost impossibly great. Eons and galaxies hurtle by, and the crew of the
Leonora Christine speeds into the unknown.
Life in lower class as offspring of a notorious thief was simple for the Quartar daughters until accidental mishaps with the other
classes of society turn their dirt poor lives around for worse and better. Eight young women are taken from the slums into the high
class world they never understood only at first to find betrayal, suffering, scandal, revenge and corruption. Then, before they know
it they are wrapped in the grandest scandal their country of Galli has ever seen. The kingdom of Cretaine is trying to overthrow the
corrupted kingdom of Galli. The Quartar family must betray their world in order to save Galli from a brutal civil war.
Dan Wynn wanted to explore space more than life itself, but a tragic accident left him too injured for NASA's space program.
Second chances don't come along every day, so when an old friend offered him one, he grabbed on with both hands. The next
thing Dan knew, he was on the moon, piloting humanity's first starship while fighting his way through one peril after another. Little
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did Dan know that simple offer was anything but, and would lead him to the stars far beyond our own. The risks are great. But if life
knocked you down, what would you gamble to have one more shot at your dreams? Excerpt: "Dan - ad astra!" Dan heard the
order. Ad astra. To the stars. It was a toast the two of them had shared back in college, when they first stepped onto the roads
which would lead them into space. It had been John's idea to use the toast as a code word now. Dan didn't even take a deep
breath before executing the order. He'd practiced this with Majel enough times in the simulator - not the part about having a
gunman in the bridge, but if that order was ever given, it would be a true crisis. He checked the screen again. Visual range in only
fifteen seconds. No time for anything else. He rapidly initiated the program, said a quick prayer, and pressed the Enter button on
his keyboard. Immediately, the ship began to shudder. This book is a heavily revised second edition of the original volume. The
story length has been increased by about 60%, adding enormously more background to the characters and deepening of the
personality of the world and crew. If you've already read the first edition, you won't need to read this version to catch up - but fans
of the series are sure to enjoy this expanded and improved "Author's Preferred Edition"!
An experimental starship. An unprepared pilot. An unexpected crew. A fight for the fate of the future. Captain Nicholas Shepherd is
a test pilot for Grimmel Corporation's latest experimental starship, Foresight. As a development platform for desperately needed
advanced technology, a successful run of the ship's systems is vital to enable humankind's exodus from an alien-occupied Earth.
After Foresight suffers a malfunction during its final scheduled flight, the lost opportunity provides the enemy the opening they
need for one last attack. With his family caught in the crossfire, Nicholas realizes that the flawed starship is their best chance to
escape. But it isn't long before what started as a desperate evacuation turns into something more. Much more. Joined by an
unintended crew of survivors, Nicholas is about to embark on an impossible mission that will take them far beyond the outer
reaches of known space. If he fails, the future of humankind will not only be lost... It will be completely erased.
This is a print on demand edition of a hard to find publication. Contents: (1) Recent Developments: Parliamentary Elections 2009;
Lebanon and Israel; Cluster-Bomb Coordinates; Arrests of Alleged Israeli Intelligence Agents; Hariri Tribunal; (2) U.S. Policy
Toward Lebanon; (3) Political Profile: Demography; Civil War, Occupation, and Taif Reform; Syrian and Israeli Incursions; Taif
Agreement; Syrian Withdrawal and Parliamentary Elections of 2005; U.N. Resolutions and the Tribunal; Sectarianism and Stability;
Political Stalemate; Renewed Sectarian Violence; Doha Agreement; Unity Gov¿t.; (4) Current Issues in U.S.-Lebanon Relations:
Confronting Hezbollah; Hezbollah¿s Al Manar TV; Lebanon-Syria Relations; The Shib¿a Farms; Extremist Groups in Lebanon;
The Lebanese Armed Forces; (5) U.S. Assistance.
When Aislinn Amon's father disappears, her mother drags her from New York to Indiana where she is to attend a new boarding
school - Source High. At Source High, Aislinn finds herself in a whole other world than what she knew. Everyone has something
supernatural about them, including her. Soon, she finds that she's not the normal, rebel, messed up teenage girl she thought she
was. Her friends try to help her along the way when trouble comes knocking on her door. People die, she finds herself falling in
love with, something she swore she'd never do, and secrets start to form. Can Aislinn cope with everything that's happening? Can
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she handle the life she's been forced to deal with? Or will she crack under the heavy pressures laid upon her seventeen-year-old
shoulders?

A fleet of warships operated by the digitized minds of former humans. An unknown enemy lurking in the dark of space.
The one man who hopes to conquer them both. Jain was the lieutenant commander of an elite SEAL team. He was
accustomed to order and discipline, which he used to give the men under his command that particular brand of killer
instinct his unit was known for. But one day that semi-comfortable, ordered life ended when he opened his eyes to find
his body replaced by a starship. His mind had become its AI core. He is somewhere in deep space. Most of his systems
are badly damaged. He has no memory of how he got here, or what his mission is. Evidence points to an attack by an
unknown entity. He finds other damaged vessels in the vicinity and reactivates them. They, too, have no memory of the
events leading up to their current situation. Jain, thrust into a leadership role, soon learns that commanding a fleet of
starships isn't all that different from leading a platoon of SEALs. It helps that his database is chock-full of tactics and
military strategies gleaned from every space battle humanity has ever fought. As he and his fleet explore their
surroundings and slowly piece together what happened to them, they realize their attacker is not from any human
system. And that any misstep means not only the loss of his fleet, but potentially all of humanity itself.
A cyanide capsule and a bullet to the head. This is how Adolf Hitler is about to kill himself. The date is the 30th of April,
the year is 1945. Hitler and his wife of less than two days, Eva Braun, are together in the Fuhrerbunker, an underground
complex near the Reich Chancellery in Berlin. Berlin itself is not yet under siege, but it is apparent to all that it soon will
be. For the Allies have defeated the Wehrmacht in the Belgian Ardennes and have already crossed the Rhine into
Germany. While at the same time, the Red Army are advancing westwards towards the German capital, unstoppable
since their decisive victory at Stalingrad. As a result, SS generals are now refusing to obey Hitler's orders. Stuck down in
his bunker and feeling powerless, Hitler has begun to suffer a mental breakdown. The war is lost and he knows it now.
Germany surrendered, unconditionally, a week after Hitler's death, on the 7th of May, 1945. The following day was
declared Victory in Europe Day. The Second World War on the European continent was formally confirmed over. The war
would continue in Asia for another three months, eventually ending on the 15th of August, 1945 - just over a week after
the dropping of the Little Boy and Fat Man atomic bombs on the Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Germany
was in utter ruins and occupied by the armies of the Soviet Union, France, America, and Britain and her Commonwealth.
Meanwhile the world had witnessed the utterly destructive power of atomic weapons. This was how the Second World
War ended; it was also how the Cold War began. The Cold War would last nearly half a century, with flashpoints
occurring in locations all across the globe; from Afghanistan to Vietnam, Korea to Cuba. The real Cold War battlefront,
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though, was in Germany. It was here where the militaries of the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact countries faced off
against the militaries of America and her European NATO allies. It was here where the bulk of the nuclear missiles were
located, where the troops were based. Germany - then Germanies - was the true frontier of the Cold War. Following the
collapse of the Berlin Wall in 1989, and the dissolution of the Soviet Union shortly after in 1991, the militaries that had
based themselves in Germany for the past 50 years started to slowly return to their respective home countries. The
military bases, and all the infrastructure that went along with sustaining them, were stripped bare and left behind. The
purpose of this book is to document these Cold War sites as they are today, in 2016. They will not be around for much
longer; most face imminent demolition, and the ones that don't are decaying and succumbing to nature. The hope is that
by documenting how these bases currently are, as well as providing a short history on each of the sites, an audience
unable to visit them themselves will learn something new about the Cold War. It was a military stand-off on a scale of
which the world has never seen before. We have history books that communicate that scale; that communicate the
dangers faced; the close calls and near misses; the fallibility of all those involved. Perhaps this book, and the pictures it
contains, can help to communicate some of these things too, but in a different way.
"Del Rey book." Battling the Taurans in space was one problem as Private William Mandella worked his way up the ranks
to major. In spanning the stars, he aged only months while Earth aged centuries.
In the year 2050, Earth makes first contact. By 2052, the war is over. We lose. Our last hope for survival rests inside a
massive hangar hidden within the Rocky Mountains. Pioneer is the largest starship ever constructed. A marvel of human
ingenuity and the apex of our technological know-how, she's ready to embark on a long journey across the final frontier in
search of a new world to call home. But space is full of danger. And some problems are hard to leave behind... If you're a
fan of Battlestar Galactica, Star Trek, Aliens, or The Expanse, you'll love Exodus - the latest sci-fi epic from million-selling
author M.R. Forbes.
The complete Green on Green Trilogy of novels is a complex saga of the Viet Nam war era, from the POV of a drafted
infantry soldier, Private Michael Landers, very much against the war. By subtle revelations, it melds in with a mythological
saga of a tribe of Montagnard people in the Vietnamese Mountains who have never heard of Americans or even
Vietnamese...on purpose. A boy and an old man with wizardly powers have been drafted into a war between their gods.
In Departure, Landers is due to be shipped out from the Oakland Army Departure Depot, where thousands of soldiers per
week are sent to Viet Nam. Only he shows up up on LSD, stating that the war is against all American principles; that he
won't go. This becomes a 2-month stand-off between him and the military bureaucracy. Begins with Landers surfing and
partying with old friends in San Diego's offbeat Ocean Beach. Soon moves to the San Francisco Bay Area, where, when
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off the military bases, he wanders the streets of San Francisco with a pair of Viet Nam infantry vets, to delve into this
extreme version of "Drugs, sex and rock and roll" versus "the Establishment." He uncovers shady government
provocateurs leading the U.C. Berkeley anti-war demonstrations. Closely based on personal experience.
Support the author more by purchasing direct from his CreateSpace Store: RISE OF THE DIBOR https:
//www.createspace.com/3618531 THE LION VRIE https: //www.createspace.com/3649857 ATHERA'S DAWN https:
//www.createspace.com/3723285 This newly edited 2nd edition of the 2006 debut, brought to you by Spearhead Books,
includes a revised map, page layout, and first ever "From the Author" section. Visit spearheadbooks.com and
christopherhopper.com today! DESCRIPTION: Read the story that turned children into warriors, and warriors into
legends. The Dairne-Reih haven't been seen in Dionia for generations-their kind and their king, Morgui, banished long
ago from haunting paradise. But when creation shows signs of deterioration, the kings of the seven realms converge in
the sacred Gvindollion gathering to arrive at one inexplicable conclusion: Morgui has returned. In the hopes of entrusting
Dionia's brave history and perilous future to a generation that has never known war, the kings decide to raise up their
young sons as an elite group of warriors, known only as the Dibor. Gorn, legendary hero of the First Battle, is
commissioned to teach the Dibor the art of war, leading them on a four-year adventure on the Isle of Kirstell. It is Luik,
son of Lair, who soon emerges as the warband's spirited front man. But he is not the only one of his peers to grow in
power; his dear friend Fane discovers hidden abilities among the Mosfar under the mentorship of Li-Saide of Ot, while
Princess Anorra finds that her lifelong tutor knows as much about combat as he does about etiquette. There is little time
for the Dibor to enjoy the satisfaction of graduation, however, as a sinister plot is discovered to dethrone Dionia's kings
and flatten the capital city of Adriel. The Dibor are summoned to war, along with the rest of Dionia's fighting men. It is
before the gates of Adriel Palace that Luik and his army face Morgui's prince, Valdenil, as well as the unending ranks of
the Dairne-Reih.
Matt Johnson had a life he was happy enough with. Could he learn to be happy with his death as well? This zombie story
is written from his point of view-- from normal, every-day security guard, to brain-eating, mindless zombie.
A death bed request inspires an Army Nurse to tell the truth about the war. He Called Me Lieutenant Angel speaks to you
with the insistent voice of love, hope and redemption, from the Intensive Care Ward of a Vietnam Hospital. It is a story of
strength and enlightenment, a tribute to all the extraordinary young soldiers and nurses who share the intimate, final
moments of life. "Thank you for this important gift to humanity. I could not put the book down. I was intensely engaged in
the imagery of the poems, narrative and "aftertaste" of each chapter. I felt elated, saddened, shocked, tearful, angry,
sympathetic, reflective, and even somehow envious over the dynamic relationship you had with Davey and the powerful
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experiences that came from it. I think about our men and women currently in war and pray that each of them has a Lt
Angel by their side." Mark Stanford, PhD
A starship lost. A creator found. A frantic race to save them both. For Colonel Mitchell "Ares" Williams, there is no giving
up. There is no going back. The Goliath may have fallen into enemy hands, but the war must go on. After all, he and the
Riggers have what they need to locate the Creator, the man responsible for the alien threat and the key to unraveling
their unstoppable attack. All they have to do is get to him before the Tetron do. It's no easy task, but nothing about the
war has ever been easy, and the Riggers still have a few tricks left up their sleeves.
The starship Freedom is just a museum ship. Until the aliens attack! Battlestar Galactica meets Starship Troopers in this
sci-fi adventure from Daniel Arenson, the USA Today bestselling author of Earthrise. The starship Freedom was once a
mighty warship. Today she's a tourist attraction. The space wars ended long ago. The Freedom is now a flying museum.
The tourists love it. The Changing of the Guard, the starfighter aerobatics, the starboard cannon salute . . . it's the best
show in the galaxy. James King commands the starship Freedom. He hates his job. He was a real soldier once. Back
when the Freedom was a real warship. He never imagined himself running a tourist trap. Right after Christmas, he plans
to retire. Then, on Christmas day, the aliens attack. Horrifying aliens. Creatures of claws, fangs, and endless malice.
Within hours, they devastate Earth's military. Millions die. So much for retirement. The aliens spare the starship Freedom.
After all, she's only a tourist attraction. But not to Commander King. He will get his beloved starship battle-ready. He will
enter the fight. The Freedom will fly to war again!
The war is over. Earth is lost. Running is the only option. It may already be too late. Caleb is a former Marine Raider and
commander of the Vultures, an elite search and rescue team that's spent the last two years pulling high-value targets out
of alien-ravaged cities and shipping them off-world. Now he's on the last starship out, under orders to join forty-thousand
survivors on their journey to a new home. It's not the mission he wants, but it's a mission he's doing his best to
accomplish. When Caleb meets the colony's head sheriff, she represents an opportunity for a fresh start and a chance to
leave his old life behind for good... Only the mission will be harder to complete than either of them realize. And the
colonists will need the old Caleb more than he ever imagined... Enter the universe of the Forgotten with Deliverance, the
first book in the Forgotten Colony series. If you're a fan of Aliens, Battlestar Galactica, Starship Troopers, Ender's Game,
or Edge of Tomorrow, you'll love this epic military sci-fi thriller.
New from million-copy bestseller M.R. Forbes. One man's epic story of loyalty, perseverance, and hope in a galaxy at
war. Alliance Navy Commander Grayson Stone is patrolling a nearby space station when a mysterious starship appears.
It emerges from a storm of fire, its shields impenetrable, its weapons overwhelming, attacking without provocation and
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annihilating everything in its path. While his ship is badly damaged in the assault, Grayson manages to survive. Suddenly
trapped behind the front line of the invasion, faced with gut-wrenching choices and near-impossible odds, he'll do
whatever it takes to escape the grasp of the terrifying new enemy and send warning back home. Because if he fails,
humankind will fall.
Ten thousand years ago, a single alien super-ship survived a desperate battle. The vessel's dying crew set the AI on
automatic to defend the smashed rubble of their planet. Legend has it the faithful ship continues to patrol the empty
battlefield, obeying its last order throughout the lonely centuries.In the here and now, Earth needs a miracle. Out of the
Beyond invade the New Men, stronger, faster and smarter than the old. Their superior warships and advanced
technology destroy every fleet sent to stop them. Their spies have infiltrated the government and traitors plague Earth's
military. Captain Maddox of Star Watch Intelligence wonders if the ancient legend could be true. Would such an old
starship be able to face the technology of the New Men? On the run from killers, Maddox searches for a group of talented
misfits. He seeks Keith Maker, a drunken ex-strikefighter ace, Doctor Dana Rich the clone thief stuck on a prison planet
and Lieutenant Valerie Noonan, the only person to have faced the New Men in battle and survived to tell about it.
Maddox has to find a place hidden in the Beyond and bring back a ship no one can enter. If he fails, the New Men will
replace the old. If he succeeds, humanity might just have a fighting chance...
Forgotten
“A rich, sensual, bewitching adventure of good vs. evil with love as the prize.” ~Publisher’s Weekly on ETERNITY 300
years ago, Raven St. James was hanged for witchcraft. But she revives among the dead to find herself alive. She is an
Immortal High Witch, one of the light. A note from her mother warns that there are others, those of the Dark, who
preserve their own lives by taking the hearts of those like her. Duncan Wallace’s forbidden love for the secretive lass
costs him his life. 300 years later, he loves her again, tormented by hazy memories of a past that can’t be real. She tells
him of another lifetime, claims to be immortal. Though he knows she’s deluded, he can’t stay away. And the Dark Witch
after her heart is far closer than either of them know. If you liked the TV Series HIGHLANDER, you will LOVE this series.
Don’t miss Book 2, INFINITY. “A hauntingly beautiful story of a love that endures through time itself.” ~New York Times
Bestselling Author, Kay Hooper “This captivating story of a love that reaches across the centuries, becomes as immortal
as the lover’s themselves, resonates with timeless passion, powerful magic, and haunting heartbreak.” ~BN.com’s
official review
I have never been one for history. It was the past. But history was dropped in my lap the day two dusty, dirty boxes were
discovered in the old farmhouse where my mother was born. As I opened the lids, I was immediately thrown back in time.
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I was now in the 1940's and caught in the realms of WWII. From the air over the Pacific to the cold harsh winter of the
Ardennes in Europe, this is a daughter's story as told to her by her fathers.
It's called the "Gettysburg of the West,", the battle for control of Glorieta Pass, near Santa Fe. At stake is a route to
Colorado's gold and San Francisco's unblockadable sea coast, two goals that would give the Confederate States a vital
edge. General H.H. Sibley's Texas Confederates are opposed by a Union army under Colonel E.R.S. Canby. Before the
war, Sibley and Candby were on the same side. Now there's just no winning in this bloody battle between countrymen
torn apart by money, politics, and geography. History will ignore the fate of Lieutenant Franklin of New York, Captain
O'Brien of the Colorado Volunteers, Jamie Russell of San Antonio, and Miss Laura Howland, recently arrived from
Boston. They will be utterly changed, however, in the cauldron of battle where the fate of Glorieta Pass--and hundreds of
lives--is decided.
An ancient starship discovered... An eternal enemy revealed... An impossible mission to save humankind... The Goliath
has been discovered, the first of its secrets revealed. Now the race is on for Captain Mitchell Williams and his crew to
return to Liberty and recover Origin's lost memories before the enemy can complete its violent conquest. It's a mission
with a near-zero chance of success. A mission that only the Riggers would be crazy enough to accept, and skilled
enough to survive. A mission that will test the limits of Mitchell's mind, body, and soul, and force him to make an
impossible choice that could cost the lives of millions. This is war, and if he can't win a battle for a single planet, how can
he possibly change the outcome of a conflict that has raged beyond eternity?
Sheriff Hayden Duke was born on the Starship Pilgrim, and expects to die there. Access points to the ship's controls are
sealed, and systems that guide her are out of reach. It isn't perfect, but he has all he needs to be content- until his wife
disappears. The only clue is a bloody hand print beneath a hatch that hasn't opened in hundreds of years.
An insidious Evil uses greed and corruption to undermine the Earth's defenses against an alien attack. THE TURRET
chronicles one man's lifelong struggle against this Evil. Witness the unwavering loyalty, devasting betrayals,
uncompromising honor, eternal romance, and unspeakable monstrosities in this interplanetary adventure of a lifetime!
Two hundred years ago, aliens invaded Earth.A violent war followed. The enemy won.Some of us escaped......most of us
didn't.On Proxima they flourished - the invasion forgotten.On Earth we floundered - the horror began.Their world is
advanced, peaceful, and secure. Our world is broken, savage, and overrun.A new invasion is coming.A hunger that has
swallowed half the universe.They don't care which planet we live on.They want to end us all.But where there is life, there
is hope. And where there is hope, there are heroes.Sheriff. Marine. Pilot. Engineer. Centurion. Clone. This time,
vengeance will be ours.
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In the year 2280, an alien fleet attacked the Earth.Their weapons were unstoppable, their defenses unbreakable.Our
technology was inferior, our militaries overwhelmed.Only one starship escaped before civilization fell.Earth was lost.It
was never forgotten.Fifty-two years have passed.A message from home has been received.The time to fight for what is
ours has come.Welcome to the rebellion.
The Jade Locket and the Red Star: An Untold History of the Invasion of Okinawa and Why Korea Is Now Two Countries
Instead of One by Joan Uda Few people know that North Korea and South Korea were a single nation until July 1945 as
WWII was ending in the Pacific. That was when an American committee, to prevent Joseph Stalin's Red Army from
taking all of Korea, drew a line at the 38th Parallel separating the north from the south. In early 1946 the U.S.-U.S.S.R.
Joint Commission was formed, to work with the U.S.S.R. to find a way to reunite North and South Korea under a single
government. My father, Major Warren W. McAllister, U.S. Army, was Secretary to the American delegation. This memoir,
tracks Dad's war years through his service in military intelligence and military government during the Okinawa campaign
and into Korea where he served with the Joint Commission and went on to rebuild the casualty insurance part of South
Korea's economy. The jade locket, for which the memoir is named, was given to Dad in thanks by four South Korean
insurance companies after he was ordered home. The memoir begins with my father's birth on a small Iowa farm in 1911,
and ends after his death in 1991. It is also my own story as Dad's adopted daughter, and documents my powerful
attachment to him from infancy--shown in my recently-obtained adoption papers. It includes my late-in-life curiosity about
my birth parents, and the way I at last obtained my adoption file. This memoir is based on Dad's military file of orders and
other military documents, plus letters, photos, and other documents.
Illustrated with 30 maps. Few lessons are as prevalent in military history as is the adage that tanks don’t perform well in
cities. The notion of deliberately committing tanks to urban combat is anathema to most. In Breaking the Mold: Tanks in
the Cities, Mr. Ken Gott disproves that notion with a timely series of five case studies from World War II to the present
war in Iraq. This is not a parochial or triumphant study. These cases demonstrate that tanks must do more than merely
“arrive” on the battlefield to be successful in urban combat. From Aachen in 1944 to Fallujah in 2004, the absolute need
for specialized training and the use of combined arms at the lowest tactical levels are two of the most salient lessons that
emerge from this study. When properly employed, well-trained and well-supported units led by tanks are decisive in
urban combat. The reverse is also true. Chechen rebels taught the Russian army and the world a brutal lesson in Grozny
about what happens when armored units are poorly led, poorly trained, and cavalierly employed in a city. The case
studies in this monograph are high-intensity battles in conflicts ranging from limited interventions to major combat
operations. It would be wrong to use them to argue for the use of tanks in every urban situation. As the intensity of the
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operation decreases, the second and third order effects of using tanks in cities can begin to outweigh their utility. The
damage to infrastructure caused by their sheer weight and size is just one example of what can make tanks unsuitable
for every mission. Even during peace operations, however, the ability to employ tanks and other heavy armored vehicles
quickly can be crucial. A study on the utility of tanks in peace operations is warranted, and planned.- Timothy R. Reese
Colonel, Armor
Tet, 1968. That was the Vietnam War's D Day, Battle of the Bulge, Iwo Jima, Crossing of the Rhine. In a series of battles in all parts of the
country, condensed mostly in a three day span - although a few fights (Khe Sanh, Hue City) lasted longer - the Viet Cong were effectively
destroyed as a fighting entity, and the North Vietnamese Army was severely damaged. Tet, 1968 was also when the United States lost the
Vietnam War. In THE SQUAD one fourteen man US Marine Corps rifle squad led by Sergeant George Bingham is in a routine ambush
outside a remote fire base in northern I Corps, close to the Demilitarized Zone between North and South Vietnam. This is the night before a
scheduled cease fire for the Tet holiday; they don't expect any problems. When their fire base is unexpectedly hit by a superior force of North
Vietnamese, the squad loses communication, and the Marines on the fire base are driven back. Unfortunately, the loss of communications
means the squad doesn't get the word to pull out of their ambush and rejoin the rest of their company for the withdrawal. Their failure to rejoin
their company leaves the other Marines thinking they were found and wiped out by the North Vietnamese. Morning finds the fourteen Marines
not dead or even wounded, but alone deep behind North Vietnamese lines. Without knowing what's going on, or where friendly units are,
Sergeant Bingham and his Marines must find a way to evade contact with the thousands of enemy soldiers, and reconnect with other
Marines. Complicating matters, they started out with only enough supplies on the ambush to last overnight. Who are these Marines? How do
they relate to each other? In order to tell their story properly, LtCol R. W. Thoreau, the fictional narrator whose After Action Reports and
historical analysis are spread throughout the novel, begins the story on March 9, 1965, the day Bingham learns of the Marine landing at Da
Nang, which was the beginning of the American ground war in Vietnam. Bingham drops out of college at the end of the term and enlists in the
Marines. The members of this squad, as is the case in all squads, have strong friendships - as well as conflicts among the Marines.
In a novel about the awful price of heroism, rookie pilot John Ellsworth is eager to liberate Vietnam from its Communist oppressors, while
Army nurse Kate Moffit hopes only to rescue John from himself
Some things are meant to stay forgotten... Former Centurion Space Force Captain Nathan Stacker is a criminal. He isn't proud of it, but the
truth is there aren't many options for men like him in a place like Proxima - humankind's closest settlement to Earth. It's surprisingly hard to
make a clean start on a planet with a population of over one hundred million, and the only thing keeping him out of a containment center is a
job as a courier for the Trust - the planet's ruthless crime syndicate. It isn't the life he dreamed of when he entered the Space Force, but at
least he has a wife who loves him. Everything changes when Nathan returns home to find her violently murdered, killed over a dangerous
secret he never knew she held. Charged with her homicide, desperate to uncover the truth and avenge her death, Nathan launches a bold
escape to the only place in the universe he thinks he'll be safe: Earth. He couldn't be more wrong. He's about to learn that some secrets are
bigger than a planet. Some secrets are impossible to escape. And some secrets have the power to destroy more than one life and more than
one world. Some secrets have the power to destroy everything.
Fifty years ago, an alien fleet conquered Earth. It's time for us to take it back. Welcome to the rebellion...
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Online Library Starship Eternal War Eternal Book 1
When Tynan Llywelyn awoke after a century of Sleep he found himself tethered to a war between a global technological dictatorship and the
rebel uprising it sought to crush. Tynan realized quickly that his path in this new world was to be nothing less than extraordinary, embroiled in
a web of tragedy, betrayal, and blood. In the wake of the death of Lord Cardone III and the system failure of the Chronous matrix, both
humanity and vampire alike now struggle to redefine themselves in societal darkness and twisted co-dependency of one another to survive
their common enemy, the Tyst Empire. Tynan himself is caught in a new political war of his own. Emerging victorious from his final battle, the
Immortals have appointed him to a place of power amongst their ranks. However, Tynan's desire to return to his previous path as the
philosophical leader of the vampire race creates a moral and ethical divide within him, as well as a deep concern for the women he loves.
Amidst a seething, unstable world where conspiracy and violence thrives in every shadow, Tynan must walk a perilous new path lest he
watch the world he just saved burn to ashes around him.
Think It Can't Happen Here? Think Again: Operation Vigilant Eagle HR 347 Million Vet March IRS Targeting Bundy Ranch Ferguson Patriot
Act Partisanship is on the rise, the economy is in a downward spiral, and there is a steady erosion of civil liberties. These factors all contribute
to a plotline that is as unthinkable as it is inevitable. A Second American Civil War. From the backroom deals in Washington D.C. to the front
lines of the battlefield. Daugherty offers an unflinching view of how a modern war on American soil would play out. A nightmare scenario
which will come true.
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